PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

Tuesday 16 March 2010

0830 Registration of participants

0900 Agenda item 1: Welcome remarks:
   - ECLAC
   - UNDESA
   - OHRLLS
   - CARICOM
   - Representative of the Government of Grenada

0930 Agenda item 2: Introduction of the Regional Synthesis Report
   - Formation of drafting group
   - Discussion

1030 Coffee break

1045 Agenda item 3: Review of progress in the implementation of the Mauritius Strategy in the Caribbean:
   (a) National and regional enabling environment
   (b) Assessment of vulnerability in the Caribbean

1230 Lunch

1400 Agenda item 3 (cont’d): Review of progress in the implementation of the Mauritius Strategy in the Caribbean:
   (c) Recent trends and emerging issues
   (d) Inter-linkages and cross-cutting issues

1630 Close of day’s proceedings
Thursday 18 March 2010

Ministerial-level meeting

0900 Opening: A joint Opening Ceremony will take place on Wednesday 17 March 2020:
• *Brief welcome remarks will be delivered by The Honourable C. Peter David, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Grenada*

0930 Agenda item 4: Stakeholder contributions to implementation of the Mauritius Strategy in the Caribbean: Major group presentations and discussion

1000 Agenda item 5: High-Level Panel: Celebrating resilience, charting the way forward for Caribbean SIDS

1100 Coffee Break

1130 Agenda item 6: Ministerial dialogue on the implementation of the Mauritius Strategy in the Caribbean:
• *Report of the technical level meeting highlighting emerging trends, constraints and opportunities*

1300 Lunch

1430 Agenda item 7: Endorsement of Caribbean Regional Synthesis Report on the implementation of the Mauritius Strategy:

1530 Agenda item 8: Presentation and adoption of Statement of Outcomes: The way forward

1630 Agenda item 9: Closure of the meeting